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Open data is data that anyone can use, 
access and share; must clearly express 

permissions that the data is open license. 

Source: Open Data Institute (2015)

What is Open Data?



What are Open Licenses?

An open licence is one that places very few restrictions on 
what anyone can do with the content or data that is being 
licensed. An open licence allows others to do things like:

republish the content or data on their own website
derive new content or data from yours
make money by selling products that use your content or data
republish the content or data while charging a fee for access

Source: Open Data Institute (2015)



3 Types of Open Licenses
You can choose to make your content or data available under one 
of three levels of licence:
1. a public domain licence has no restrictions at all (technically, these 

indicate that you waive your rights to the content or data)

1. an attribution licence just says that reusers must give attribution to you

1. an attribution & share-alike licence says that reusers must give 
attribution and share any derived content or data under the same 
licence

Source: Open Data Institute (2015)
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Who can use data and how?
3 Types of ‘Useable’ Data

Open data is data that anyone can use access and share; must clearly 
express permissions that the data is open license. 

Closed data is data that only people inside an organization can see. 

Shared data is data that is shared with specific people for a specific 
purpose; typically applies to confidentiality agreements (e.g. NDA) 

Source: Open Data Institute (2015)



How Can Organizations Use Open Data 
to Create Added Value? 

advertise: datasets that are widely used can be effective advertising for your organisation, 
either due to attribution or by driving people to you using the identifiers in the data

provide support services: as you are the people who know your data best, you could 
offer consultancy or other support services that help other people take advantage of the 
open data you provide

be accountable: openly sharing data about your organisation shows that you value 
transparency and accountability for your business practice, which can enhance your 
reputation

reduce your data sharing overhead: if you have to regularly send the same information 
to service users, publishing that data can help them access it when they need it

Source: Open Data Institute (2015)



What is the Commercial Potential of 
Open Data?

“It can help unlock 
$3 trillion to $5 
trillion in economic 
value annually 
across seven 
sectors.”



What is Tedious Data?

Data which moves at the speed of humans and resists 
efforts to automate its collection, processing and analysis. 

This data is tedious not because of the size of the data, 
but its complexity, the manner in which it is published, and 
efforts needed to rework it into a suitable form. 

Source: C. Davis, TU Delft (2015)



Energy Data is Tedious…

Source: C. Davis, TU Delft (2015)

• Energy systems research often requires linking diverse data sources

• Linking energy data sets is often difficult, inefficient and tedious

• Linked Open Data holds promise, but faces major challenges

• A systematic view of energy data is needed for greater efficiency in 
research 

• Tedious Data resists efforts to automate its collection, processing 
and analysis 



But essential to 
meeting our 
present and 

future energy 
needs





Available at: http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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Problems with Linking Open Energy Datasets
Mislabeling: Names may be misspelled or have completely wrong labeling.

Multi-labeling: Multiple names may be used for the same entity. Different names may also be 
listed for the owner, due to either a parent company or subsidiary being listed, a change in 
ownership, or a joint partnership.

Label Overloading: The same name may be used for completely different entities. This can 
occur if two power stations are in the same general location.

Context Dependency: There may exist different conceptualizations of the same entity. These 
conceptualizations may be subsets or intersections of each other and not a one-to-one 
matching.

Entity Discontinuity: Entities may split, merge, or mutate over time. This is commonly seen 
with thermal power plants and wind parks alike. Sections may have different names 
than the name used to describe the entire facility or wind park.

Source: C. Davis, TU Delft (2015)



Wilton Power 
Station:

3-phase power 
station

No common 
framework:
DECC (UK) 
LCPD (EU), 
EU ETS in the 
UK



Wilton Power Station:

Each phase 
organised using 
Semantic Web 
Standard: 

‘Resource 
Description 
Framework (RDF)’  
the UK



USE CASES IN 
OPEN ENERGY 
DATA



CASE 1: 
SCENE 
CONNECT







CASE 2: 
SUSTAINABLE 
HEAT & POWER 







CASE 3: 
ENERGY IMPACT 
ANALYTICS (EIA)
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OPEN DATA… 
has a large potential economic value from its benefits, including increased efficiency, new 

products and services, and a consumer surplus (cost savings, convenience, better products)

enhances big data’s impact by creating transparency, exposing variability, and enabling 
experimentation; replacing or supporting human decision making; and spurring innovative 
business models, products, and services

creates multiple business opportunities, such as the potential to raise productivity, to 
improve new products and services

benefits consumers even more than businesses, by creating price and product 
transparency as well as new channels to provide feedback that improves the quality of goods 
and services (including public ones)

Summary of Opportunities

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (2015)



OPEN DATA… 
entails business risks, including reputational issues related to the potential release of 

negative information; the potential consumer backlash from aggressive open-data use (for 
instance, in ads that target online consumers by following social-media activity); and the 
inadvertent release of confidential information, such as benchmarking data

requires governments to play a central role by developing and implementing policies to 
mitigate consumer and business concerns about the misuse of open data and to help set 
standards that will allow the potential economic and social benefits to materialize

faces barriers, including privacy concerns and the need for legal and regulatory frameworks

Summary of Challenges

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (2015)



Ø Data should be available for people to use as a public 
good.

Ø Data should be useable (availability is not equivalent to 
usability)

Ø Data needs to be both human and machine-readable

Ø Data should be integrated with other data.

Ideal Requirements for Open Data
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